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parts both of India and of Southern Europe to-day, praise
of a child is resented as highly dangerous and likely to
provoke these demons.) The whole feast is full, as Farnell
says, of " the innocent grossness of old-world peasant ritual".
From it the comedy of Aristophanes, with its rollicking
obscenity and its personal attacks on individuals, is lineally
descended.
The winter goes on its way, its gloom broken by the
merry winter festival, and by the end of February in the
south of Europe spring is close at hand. The swallow returns,
and now, when Arcturus rises, sixty days after the solstice,
is Hesiod's date for the beginning of vine-dressing. Also
the last autumn's new wine is ready, and the broaching it
forms the occasion for one side at least of the most elaborate
and interesting of the primitive Dionysiac festivals, the
Anthesteria,1 the feast of the growing crops,2 held by every
Ionian community 3 about the end of our February, on the
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth of the month Anthesterion.1
The three days were called the Opening of the Casks, the
Feast of Cups, and the Feast of Pots.4
On the first day, every mai} drew his new wine and carried
thereof to the shrine of Dionysos in the Marshes, where they
poured a solemn libation first to the god.5 Evidently it lay
under a religious taboo, that no man might drink of it before
the appointed time. After that followed general drinking,
and " religion forbade that one should deny to either slave
or hireling the enjoyment of the wine, but everyone had his
share in the gift of Dionysos ".6
1	Plut., mot, 655 B.
2	From av8<la), to bloom, as Farnell suggests (Cults, v, p. 222).    It can
not be derived directly from avOos, a flower.   On the other hand there is,
as he shows, no sufficient reason for further attempts to read other than
the obvious meanings into the titles of the festival and its several days,
such as were made by Miss Harrison (Prolegomena, pp. 37-8, 40, 43, 47-9)
in her attempt to show that the whole was primarily an " All Souls " ghost
festival.   Ghosts did walk at the Anthesteria, as we shall see, but the evidence
does seem to most students, and certainly to the writer, conclusive, that
it was really what it seems:  essentially—and primitively, since it occurred
in all the dispersed communities of the Ionian world—a Dionysiac nte.
3	Thk. ii, 15.	* Utdoiyia, Xots, Xfapot,:  Harpokration, s.v. X6es.
6 Ath. xi, 465 A, quoting Phanodemos.	6 Z on Hesiod, W.D., 368.

